
                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                            

Software Main operation 

1.0 Broadcasting station examination 
1.1 First opens the Serial port: In the software Main 

contact surface, single-clicks in the tool reface "the serial 

port" the button, enters the serial port establishment 

window 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2. Chooses the serial port which the wireless 

module/broadcasting station connects, parameter 

maintenance and so on the baud rate tacitly approves the 

condition, then single-clicks "turns on" the button, enters 

the main contact surface; 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3. Single-clicks in the tool fence "the broadcasting 

station to examine" ,software namely starts to carry on the 

on-line examination (in turn by different baud rate and 

verification examination), if succeeds examines the 

module/broadcasting station, in the condition fence can 

prompt successfully examines the broadcasting station. If 

not the successful system can prompt examines the 

broadcasting station. This time should inspect the serial 

port segment whether meets, on module/broadcasting 

station whether electricity, module whether isRS232 or 

transfers RS232. After inspects unmistakably 

single-clicks "the broadcasting station to examine" once 

more. If wants to stop in the examination process 

examining, may single-click "stops examining "the button, 

namely stops examining. Explained: The suggestion first 

examines to the wireless module/broadcasting station 

parameter establishment before. After examines 

successfully please do not change the serial port attribute  
 

 

 

 

 

2.0 The parameter all reads with all supposes 
2.1 The parameter all reads: Front the parameter all reads 

tacitly approves when can first automatically carry on the 

broadcasting station to examine, after examines 

successfully namely carries on the parameter all to read. 

If the user already succeeded examines the broadcasting 

station front, might remove all reads examines, the 

method was opens "the read-write parameter" the menu, 

removed "read-write front examines" the vegetable single 

item to select the condition. After opens assigns the serial 

port, single-clicks "reads the parameter" the button, 

software reads in front of the parameter according to the 

user whether examines the broadcasting station to decide 

whether carries on the broadcasting station to examine, 

then carries on the main parameter all to read. After reads 

takes successfully, the wireless module/broadcasting 

station main parameter can demonstrate correspondingly 

tabulates in the frame or the text frame. In the condition 

fence can prompt reads takes successfully. 
 

 

 

 

 

2.2 The parameter all supposes: Front the parameter all 

supposes tacitly approves when can first automatically 

carry on the broadcasting station to examine, after 

examines successfully namely carries on the parameter all 

to suppose. If the user already succeeded examines the 

broadcasting station front, might remove all supposes 

examines, the method was opens "the read-write 

parameter" the menu, removed "read-write front 

examines" the vegetable single item to select the 

condition. After opens assigns the serial port, separately 

chooses various parameters loses, then single-clicks 

"writes the parameter "the button, software writes in front 

of the parameter according to the user whether examines 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                            

the broadcasting station to decide whether carries on the 

broadcasting station to examine, then carries on the main 

parameter all to suppose. After all writes successfully, in 

the condition fence can prompt all supposes successfully. 

Explained: The parameter all reads with all supposes is 

aims at the main parameter: Channel and frequency, 

airborne speed, serial port parameter (baud rate and 

verification). 

3.0 The parameter alone reads takes or to set. 

3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 The channel and the frequency read takes: If after has 

not examined the broadcasting station please first to 

examine the broadcasting station until the success 

examination (to examine successful not manual change 

serial port attribute not to need to make examination 

again), then single-clicks "the channel and the frequency" 

in the frame "reads takes" the button, after the channel 

and the frequency success reads takes can demonstrate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Channel and frequency establishment: If after has not 

examined the broadcasting station please first to examine 

the broadcasting station until the success examination (to 

examine successful not manual change serial port 

attribute not to need to make examination again), after the 

choice the channel, single-clicks "the channel and the 

frequency "in the frame "the establishment" the button, 

after establishes in the successful condition fence to 

prompt establishes successfully 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 The airborne speed reads takes: If has not examined 

the broadcasting station please first to examine the 

broadcasting station until the success examination then to 

single-click "the airborne speed" in the frame "to read 

takes" the button, after the airborne speed success reads 

takes can demonstrate. 
3.4 The serial port parameter reads takes: If has not 

examined the broadcasting station please first to examine 

the broadcasting station until the success examination, 

then single-clicks "the serial port parameter" frame "to 

read takes" the button, after in the serial port baud rate 

and verifies successfully reads takes can demonstrate. 

3.5 Serial port parameter establishment: If has not 

examined the broadcasting station please first to examine 

the broadcasting station until the success examination, 

after chooses the good serial port baud rate and the 

verification, then single-clicks "the serial port parameter" 

in the frame "the establishment" the button, after 

establishes in the successful condition fence to prompt 

establish the successfully. 

 

 

 

 


